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STRUCTURE OF SUBALGEBRAS BETWEEN L00

AND H°°

by

sun-yung a. chango

Abstract. Let B be a closed subalgebra of ¿°° of the unit circle which

contains Hx properly. Let CB be the C*-algebra generated by the inner

functions that are invertible in B. It is shown that the linear span Hx + CB

is equal to B. Also, a closed subspace (called VMOB) of BMO (space of

functions of bounded mean oscillation) is identified to which B bears the

same relation as L°° does to BMO.

1. Introduction. Let L°° denote the space of essentially bounded Lebesgue

measurable functions on the unit circle. Let //°° denote the subspace of

functions in L°° with vanishing negative Fourier coefficients. The algebras

studied here are the closed subalgebras of L°° which contain //°° properly.

The interest in such algebras originated, to a large extent, in a question

asked by R. G. Douglas [1]. Suppose F is a closed subalgebra of L°° which

contains H°°. Let B¡ be the closed subalgebra of L°° generated by //°° and the

complex conjugates of those inner functions (that is, unimodular H°° func-

tions) that are invertible in B. Douglas asked: Is B¡ always equal to Bl (If so,

we call B a Douglas algebra.) The question has recently been answered

affirmatively by D. Marshall [2] using a result in [3].

Another interesting question arose in the study of Douglas' problem. All

subalgebras of L°° containing //°° which have been investigated in detail share

certain structural characteristics. (For a survey of some of this work see [4].)

Sarason [5] pointed out the phenomenon and asked, in particular, the

following question: Let B be a closed algebra between if0 and //°°. Let CB be

the C*-algebra generated by the inner functions that are invertible in B (which

is the same algebra generated by all quotients of inner functions invertible in

B). Is it true in general that B = Hx + CB1

The largest such algebra is L°°. R. G. Douglas and W. Rudin [6] have
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proved that L00 is the closed algebra generated by quotients of inner functions

in H™. By a theorem of K. Hoffman and I. M. Singer [7], the smallest such

subalgebra is the closed algebra generated by //°° and C, where C denotes the

algebra of continuous functions on dD. D. Sarason [8] has proved that this

closed algebra is in fact equal to H°° + C, the linear hull of if00 and C. For

E an arbitrary subset of 3D, let LE denote the set of functions in L00 that are

continuous on E. A. Davie, T. Gamelin and J. Garnett [9] have extended the

preceding result by showing that the closed subalgebra of L00 generated by H00

and LE coincides with #°° + LE, the linear hull of //°° and LE. In addition,

they have proved that LE is the algebra generated by functions of the form

bx~b2, where bx and b2 are Blaschke products whose zeros do not cluster at any

point of E.

Sarason's question has been answered affirmatively for some other subalge-

bras of L00 containing H"3 [10], [11]. In §2 below, I shall give an affirmative

answer to this question in general.

In the examples mentioned above, a concrete description of the C*-algebra

CB in terms of properties of the original algebra B has been given. The effort

to get similar results for general CB has not been successful. However, Sarason

[11] has studied a closed subspace VMO (functions of vanishing mean

oscillation) of BMO (functions of bounded mean oscillation), and obtained

results which, roughly speaking, tell that the relation of the closed algebra

H°° + C to the space VMO is like the relation of L00 to BMO. For example,

if we let QC (for quasi-continuous) denote the C*-algebra (i/00 + C)

n (H™ + C), then VMO = QC + QC = C + C. (For a subspace 5 of I00,

we let 5 denote the collection of complex conjugates of functions in 5, and 5

denote the collection of harmonic conjugates of functions in 5.) Using a

method similar to Sarason's, S. Axler [12], T. Weight [13] and the author [10]

have obtained parallel results for other specific subalgebras between HM and

L°°. In §§3 and 4 below, I generalize these results and obtain, for any

subalgebra B between L00 and //°°, a corresponding closed subspace VMOB

of BMO. Theorems 6 and 7 say that B bears the same relation to VMOB as L00

does to BMO.

The following are some notations used in this paper. Let L1 and L2 denote

Lebesgue spaces of integrable and square integrable functions with respect to

normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle. Let Hx and H denote the

corresponding Hardy spaces. Let i/0 and H™ denote the functions in H and

H°°, respectively, with mean value 0. For a subset 5 of L00, let i/°°[5] denote

the closed subalgebra of L00 generated by H°° and 5. If 5 consists of a single

function/, denote HK[S] by H"°[f]. For a function/in L00, the norm ||/|| is

the essential supremum of |/| on dD. For a subspace 5 of L00, the distance of

/to 5 is given by d(f,S) = inf{||/- g||,g E 5). Finally, for a function/in
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Ù of dD, letf(re'e) denote the harmonie extension of/into the unit disk D by

means of Poisson's formula, i.e.,

Are») = ±Sj(t)Pr(9-t)dt,

where P(r,t) — (1 — r2)/(l - 2r cost + r2) is the Poisson kernel.

I am deeply indebted to Professor D. Sarason, not only for suggesting the

problem and giving invaluable aid during the research, but also for teaching

me about BMO in his course. I am also grateful to Professor J. Garnett for

various helpful suggestions and discussions. I would like also to express my

thanks to Professor C. Fefferman for a stimulating discussion about the

subject.

2. Structure of subalgebras between L00 and //°°. We will begin with a

theorem of A. Bernard, J. Garnett and D. Marshall.

Theorem 1 ([14, Theorem 2.1]). Let f e L00, d(f,Hcc) < 1. Then there is

unimodular function u0 E L00 such that uQ E f + Hx and d(uQ,H™) — 1.

In [15] there is a sharper theorem: If / E L°°, and if the coset /+ Hx

contains two functions of norm < 1, then it contains a unimodular function.

But the proof of Theorem 1 in [14] is much shorter, and gives in addition a

unimodular function in the coset whose distance to //0°° is 1. We briefly

indicate how to find the function here.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that ||/|| < 1. Write

a - sup{|/ ud9/2ir\: u E /+ //°°, ||u|| < 1}. Since H™ is weak-star closed, a

compactness argument shows there exists an extremal function w0 such that

\f uQd9/2tt\ = a. It follows easily from the extremal property of w0 that

d(u0,HQ°) = 1 and Hi/qII^ = 1. Now an argument using the duality between

L^/Hq3 and Hx can be applied to show that any function u in L00 with the

properties H«^ < l,d(u,Hx) < 1 and í/(m,//0°°) = 1 is unimodular. In

particular, «0 is unimodular. (Details of the proof are in [14].)

The following fact was indicated to me in a discussion with D. Sarason.

Theorem 2. Let f be a unimodular function in L00. If d(f,H'x) = I, and

d(f,H°° + C)< IthenfEH^f].

Proof (Sarason). For the given / e L°°, let F, be the Toeplitz operator

associated with /, i.e., Tj is the bounded map from H2 to H2 defined by

T (h) = P(<ph), where F is the orthogonal projection from L2 to H2.

Since / is unimodular and d(f,Hx) = 1, 7/ is not left-invertible ([16,

Lemma 1]). Since d(f,H°° + C) < 1, Tf is left-Fredholm [17]. Thus the range

of TJ is a closed subspace of H2, and the null space of 1} is nontrivial. It then

follows from a theorem of Coburn [18] that the null space of F* is trivial.
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Hence Tj is onto and so right invertible. Thus, Tj is Fredholm, which implies

that /is in H°°[f] by [19, 7: 33]. ([19] also lists all other results concerning the

Toeplitz operator used here.)

The next lemma follows easily from the above theorems.

Lemma 1. Let h E H00, and let b be an inner function such that ¿(èA,//00)

< 1. Then there is an inner function b0 in h + bH00 with b0 E H™\b\.

Remarks. (1) The existence of inner functions b0 in h + bH00 is proved in

Satz 7 of Nevanlinna's work [20] in case b is a Blaschke product. But it is not

clear whether the b0 constructed in his proof is invertible in Hœ[b~}.

(2) If b = z", then Lemma 3 in slightly generalized form is contained in

Carathéodory's classical theorem [21]: If h E /7°°, WhW^ < 1, then there

exists a finite Blaschke product u0 (with < n zeros) whose power series

expansion agrees with that of h in the first «-coefficients.

Proof of Lemma 1. For the given h E H°° and inner function b, let/ = 73A,

so that d(f,H°0) < 1. Applying Theorem 1 to/, we get a unimodular function

«0 in bh + HK with d(uQ,H¿°) = 1. We claim that n0 E /Y00[73]. To see this,

let g» = u0I. Then d(<p,Hco) = d(u0,H¿°) = 1 and d(z<p,H™) = d(u0,H°°)

= d(bh,H°°) < 1. So we can apply Theorem 2 to <p, concluding that

<p E Hx[cp] = /7°°[m0z] = Hx[bhz] C H">[b\. So w0 = zy EH"[73]. Let

b0 = u0b, so that b0 E h + UqH™. Then bQ is inner and b0 = uQb E Hx[b\.

The following theorem is our main result.

Theorem 3. Let B be any closed subalgebra of L°° containing Z/00. Let CB be

the C*-algebra generated by inner functions that are invertible in B. Then the

linear span Hx + CB is a closed algebra, and is equal to B.

To prove Theorem 3, we first make a simple observation which is a direct

consequence of Lemma 1 above.

Remark. If B is a closed subalgebra of L00 containing /7°°, if b is an inner

function in CB, and if A is in i/00, then there exist functions u E CB and

g E H™ with Hull < 2||A||, ||g|| < 3||A|| and ¿A = u + g.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since B is a Douglas algebra, for any f E B, there

exists an inner function bx E CB, and an hx E H°° with ||/- 73, A, || < 211/11-

Applying the above remark to the functions hx and bx, we get w, E CB, g,

E H°°, with ||«, ||< 2||A,|| < 411/11, U*, || < 3||ft,|| < 611/11, and 73, A, = «,
+ g,. Let /, = / - bx hx ; then /, E B, and we can apply the above procedure

to the function/,, getting an inner function b2 E CB, an //°° function h2, a

u2 E CB, and a g2 E H°°, with ||/, -752A2II < ¿IL/ill,ïA2 = u2 + ft* IM
< 211*211 < 4||/, H, and ||g2|| < 3||A2|| < 6||/,||. Iterating, we get fn E B,un
E CB, gn E Hx(fQ = /) n = 1, 2, 3, ... such that
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0) JÜ-Jt-1-(«. + *.).     IU,IK¿IU,-ill

(2) kll<4||/n.,||,       ||gj|<6||/fl_,||.

Henee u = 2¡"_i «„ is in CB, g = 2^=i g„is in //°°, and/ = 2"„, (h„ + g„)

= M + gG//°° + CB. Since the linear span H"3 + CB is obviously contained

in 5, we have proved the theorem.

For B a closed subalgebra of L00 containing Z/°°, let ÖÄ = ß n fi. Then

<2B is the largest C*-algebra contained in B. As QB contains CB, the following

statement follows immediately from Theorem 3.

Corollary \. If B is any closed subalgebra of L°° containing H°°, then

B = H°° + QB.

3. Descriptions of C*-algebras CB, QB for B = //°°[è]. Suppose b is an

inner function and B = H00 [b] is the closed subalgebra of L°° generated by

H°° and b. This section concerns the C*-algebras CB and QB of F. It turns

out, though the general description of CB and QB as subalgebras of L°° seem

difficult to give, we can give a quite satisfactory description of the subspace of

BMO corresponding to CB and QB.

For a function/in L1 of 92) and a subarc / of dD, let/, = (1/|/|) f¡f(t)dt,

where í/í denotes the Lebesgue measure on dD and, |/| denotes the arc length

of the arc /. For each real number a, 0 < a < 2t7, we define Ma(f)

- supi^O/l/DJ-, \f-f,\dt, and we let \\f% = lim^M^/) and A/0(/)
= lima^0A/a(/). We say that the function/has bounded mean oscillation, or

belongs to BMO, if ||/|[„ < co. We say the function / has vanishing mean

oscillation, or belongs to VMO, if M0(f) = 0.

For a subarc I of dD with center e" and measure 25, let R(I) = {re'e\ \9

— /|<5,1—6<r<l}.A finite positive measure p on D is said to be a

Carleson measure if there exists a constant C such that ¡x(R(I)) < C|/| for all

subarcs / of dD. One of the main results of C. Fefferman and E. M. Stein [22,

Theorem 3] is the following theorem, which gives several alternative descrip-

tions of the space BMO: (This is the special case of their theorem for the unit

circle.)

Theorem 4 (Fefferman and Stein). For a function f defined on dD the

following conditions are equivalent:

(1)/ G BMO.
(2) f — u + v for some functions u, v G L00, where v denotes the harmonic

conjugates of v.

(3) / G L and the measure p on D defined by

4i = (l -r)\Vf(rei9)\2rdrd9

is a Carleson measure, where
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\Vf(reiBf =

Furthermore, if C = sup|;j<2ir(l/|/|)p(Ä(/)), then there exists an absolute

constant Ax with C < Ax ||/|¿.
In [11], D. Sarason studied the space VMO, and gave several alternative

descriptions of the space. One of his results is the following theorem:

Theorem 5 (Sarason). For a function f defined on dD and in BMO, the

following conditions are equivalent:

(1)/E VMO.
(2)/ = u + vfor some functions u,vEC.

Sarason's work suggests that we look at the subspace CB + CB in BMO. As

we shall see later, this subspace is a closed subspace of BMO, and there are

several alternative descriptions of the space analogous to those of BMO in the

Fefferman-Stein theorem.

We begin with some notations and definitions.

For each 0 < 8 < 1, let Gs be the region {/ E D\ \b(z)\> 1-5}. For each

8 > 0, and real number a0 > 1, let i(S(7 j denote the collections of all subarcs

/ of the circle of the form I = {e"\ \t - 0|< a(l - r)} for some point

re'6 E Gs, and some real number 1 < a < a0 with a(l — r) < it. For each

e > 0, let ae be the smallest integer 2N such that 2 2"=n 0 + 2/i)/2fl < e. We

define VMOB to be the space of all functions / in BMO with the following

property: For every e > 0, there exists a 8 > 0, such that (1/|/|) J} |/ — f¡\

< e whenever / E \$¿,t) •

The following theorem is our main result.

Theorem 6. For a function f defined on dD and in BMO, the following

conditions are equivalent:

(1)/E VMOB.
(2)/ = u + vfor some functions u, v in QB = B n B.

(2)(a)/ = u + vfor some functions u, v in CB.

(3) Given t > 0, there exists some 8 > 0 such that the measure p5 on D defined

byd¡is = Xc (1 - r)l^/l rdrdO is a Carleson measure with \l&(R(I)) < e|/|/or

all subarcs IofdD.

The equivalence between conditions (1) and (2) in the above theorem have

been verified for some specific Douglas algebras by S. Axler [12], T. Weight

[13] and the author [10]. Condition (3) has been established in the special case

B = H°° + C by D. Stegenga [23].
Let LB denote the collection of functions in BMO satisfying condition (3)

above. To prove the above theorem, we first quote two results from [3].

(reiB)
d9K     '
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Lemma 2 [3, Theorem 6]. Suppose f E LB. There is an absolute constant C

such that for every e > 0,

h£mb"m')dt\ < C£l/2n/iwi4

for all k E H¿ D i/00, when the positive integer n is sufficiently large.

Lemma 3 [3, Theorem 8].LínLco = oí(=Pnfi).

Remark. In [3], Lemma 2 was proved for functions / G LB n L°°, but the

same proof, with the constant ||/|| replaced by U/H* whenever it appears, will

work for functions / G LB.

Lemma 4 (John-Nirenberg [24, Lemma 1']). Suppose fis a function in BMO

and I is a subarc ofdD. For each s > 0, let X(s) be the set of points on I where

\f — f¡\ > s, and let \k(s)\ denote the measure of\(s). Then there exist constants

A, a, and $n (independent off) such that

\Ks)\<^(f1\f-f1\dt).e-°>M>

for all s > \\fls0.

The estimates in the following lemmas will be used to establish the

equivalence of (1) and (2), (3) in Theorem 6. The proofs presented here are

only slight modifications of those in [22].

Lemma 5. Letf E BMO and(\/\l\)S¡ \f-f¡\dt < e. Then

(W\)fi\f-fi\2dt<eCl\\fl

where C, is an absolute constant.

Proof. The lemma follows easily from Lemma 4 above, and the observa-

tion that if we let /0 = H/I^Jq (j0 as in Lemma 4), then the condition

(W\)fi \f~fj\dt < b implies that |X(:0)|r0 < e|/|.

Lemma 6. Let f be a function in VMOB, and let e > 0. Let 8 be as in the

definition of VMOB. Suppose z0 = r0eie° E Gs, r0 > \. Let I0 = [eu\ \t - 90\

< 1 - r0). Then

A(I0) - ¿JT |/(r) -//o|FM0 - t)dt < C2e,
-■a

-it

where C2 is a constant depending only on \\f\\^.

Proof. Let In be the arc with the same center as 70 and measure 2"|/0|. Let

N be the integer such that at = 2N. We carry out the proof for the case
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2N\Io\ < "■• (The same proof works in the contrary case, with a slight change

in the constant C2.) We have

+¿JL,,/(,) -k\p^oA-t)dt.
The estimate

valid for n = 0, 1, ..., N gives
n

I4-4I < J, 14- -41 < 2ne'     « = 0,1,2,..., /V,

which, together with an elementary estimate of P(r0,90 - t), yields

L,   ,    \M-fk\\P(rQA-t)\dt

2

<rai¿íU-.(,/(')-/'-l + 1/'--/'«l)'")'0

■n2

< 77-z——¡-e,       « = 0, 1, ..., A/.
2"

Hence

(3)      J.¿4,.y,_, W'WJ'Mo - " < iV-i^y
Using similar estimates we get, for Nx the largest integer such that 2^1/1

<2tt,

lL\j^-mroA-»d<

1 ä

(4)

= 2^ J.LvJ/W-/J^o^o-0^

00        1     4-   ?M 1     4-   "7^

<t 2 ^4^11/11 + »-L^i#-iiyiu

^ ct'II/II*   (by definition of aE).
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Hence A(I0) < C2e for C2 = (2„°°=o (1 + 2n)/2n + ||/H>.

Proof of Theorem 6. We will first establish the equivalence between (2)(a)

and (3).

(2)(a) =» (3). Suppose/ = u + v for some u, v E CB. Since CB C £?B, by

Lemma 3, m G LB. Since the space LB is closed under harmonic conjugation,

the same reasoning gives that v G LB. Hence/is in LB.

(3) => (2)(a). Suppose / is in LB. Since LB is closed under complex

conjugation, we may assume without loss of generality that/is real-valued. By

Theorem 4, there exist u, v in L00 such that / = u + v. Let g = u + h/. Then

g G L00. We have /!„ (f-g)hdt = /_!„ (¡7 - iv)hdt = 0 for all h E Hx

n //°°. Applying Lemma 2 to / we get, for any e, \(\/2ir)S?„gb"kdt\

< Ce1/2||£||, H/IL,, for all i Ê //„' fl #°° and for « sufficiently large. Since the

quotient space L00///00 is the dual of the space H¿, this implies that

d(gbn ,H°°) (which equals the norm of the functional that gb" induces on //0')

tends to 0 when n tends to oo. Hence g G B. Applying Theorem 3, we can

write g = r + h for some r G CB, h E H°°. Thus f — if = g — ig = r — ir

G CB + CB. Taking complex conjugates on both sides of the above equality,

we get/+ // = f + if G CB + CB. Hence/ G CB + CB. The proof is com-
plete.

It now follows easily that (2) and (3) are equivalent, since (2) => (3) by the

same reasoning as (2)(a) => (3), and (3) => (2)(a) => (2).

The equivalence between (1) and (2), (3) follows from the following three

assertions:

(a) B n B C VMOB.

(b) If m G VMOB n L°° then ü G VMOB.

(c) VMOB C LB.

Proof of (a). Since B n B is a C*-algebra, and so is spanned by its

unimodular functions, and since VMOB n L00 is a closed subspace of /J*, it

suffices to show every unimodular function in B n B is in VMOB.

For fixed e > 0, and / a unimodular function invertible in B n B, let e, be

any positive number less than [2(477(1 + a2) + \)]~ e, and choose 8 > 0 so

that \f(z)\ > 1 — c, for all points z in the region Gs. (The existence of such 8

is asserted in the proof of Theorem 7 in [3].) Then apply the same type of

estimate as in the proof of Theorem 3 in [11], we can show that whenever / is

a subarc of the form {e"\ \t - 0|< a(\ - r)} in 5(8,ac), we have

îi//l/(,v//i^<2(Ml±f!) + 1)£i

< 2(477(1 + a]) + 1)6, < e.

Hence/is in VMOk
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Proof of (b). Let « be a function in VMOB, and assume without loss of

generality that u is real valued. Given e > 0, let e,, e2 be two numbers

satisfying 2a2 < 2a2 < aEi. Choose 8 > 0 corresponding to e2 for u as in the

definition of VMOB, i.e.,

1   /•
sup   TTT /, \u~"i\dt < e2.

Fix a subarc / E \$t(li)> we will show that (1/|/|) J} (ü - ü¡)dt < e. Let / be

the subarc with the same center as / and twice the dimensions. Let w,

- xy(« - "/). «2 ■ XdD\Au - «/);then we have

(5) jTj/; I« - "ll^ < J, |7| /, I". - W*

Since ||h,||2 < ||w,||2,

= ÎJîi/ '" ~ My'2^ ̂  2e2C, [|w|U-

The last step of the above inequality follows since / E \St0t), so we can

apply Lemma 5. Thus

|7|X l*i - (".)/l2* < 2(171/, l"il2^ + K».)/l2)

<2.4e2C,||«|l>-8e2C,||«m,

so

(6) i7|//l"l-(«1)/k/<(8e2C,N),/2.

To estimate (1/|/|) J} |«2 - («2)/|tf7, we let/ = u2 + iu2, i.e.

f{z) = 2^L\je7zi{u~Uj)äL

This formula holds on / as well as in D. Differentiating/ we get

Let ei9° be the center of /, and z0 = (1 - \\l\)ei9o\ then for eis E I, we have
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<Ûjr      fe&Z^*   where C3 = (l+^)2
ir hD\J \e"-Z(i\2 3      V       2/

C3/r       WO-^vI 2 . A

> ^V^|e"-z0|2 2|/|/

Since each interval with the same center as / and with length < a£ |/| is in

ac ; we can apply the same method as in Lemma 6 to estimate Sx

- 0/2»)£ |« - K,l/V - z0\2dt and get

5,<(2/|/|)(C2£2 + £,77||W|L,t).

Hence

i  2C
l/'(eö)l<|7if?(C2e2 + e17rNL + 4e2)

= j-7tC4   for some constant C4(depends on £,,e2).

Hence the oscillation of/over / does not exceed C4. And the same applies

to Imf = «2, i.e.

(7) |7f/ll«i-(«i)/l*<C».

From (5), (6), (7) we get (1/|/|) f¡ \u - u\¡dt < e if ex, e2 are chosen sufficient-

ly small. This concludes the proof of (b).

Proof of (c). The proof given here is a slight modification of the proof of

Lemma 4 in [22]. Suppose / is a function in VMOB. Given t > 0, choose e,

smaller then e, to be fixed later, and let 5 correspond to e, for / as in the

definition of VMOB. Let z0 = r0ei6° G Gs with r0 > \, and let S(90,r0) be the

region [re'9\ \9 - 0O|< 4(1 - r0),r0 < r < 1}. Then as indicated in Theorem

6 in [3], to show / is in LB, it suffices to show

/¿Vo)0-^1^2^^60-^

To do this, let J - [e"\ \t - 90\< 5(1 - rQ)), I - {e"\ \t - 90\ < 1 - r0},/,

- Xj(f-fj\fi = XdD-j(f-fj)- Then
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Ä(Vo) ° - Wrf'*d9 < fío « - Wfifrdrdg

<ffD \Vfx\2r\og-rdrd9 = \^ \f-fjfdt < ^e, C, ||/|L..

The last inequality follows if we assume a£ > 5 (which is so when e, is

small), so that J E 5«flt \, enabling us to apply Lemma 5. Moreover,

|V/2(r/*)| < ¿f |Vf(r,9 - l)| \h(e")\dt

Hence if re'9 E S(90,r0), we have

m^<\cjj^* (c>-i^¥))

4

Thus

(9)

< j—jC5(27rC2£, + 5e, )(by Lemma 6)

= C6 r—; e,    for some constant C6.

Ä(W(1 - Wh\2rdrd9 < //^ C2e2^(. - r)drd9

= iC62e,2(l - 'o)-

Since |V/|2 < 2(|V/, |2 + |V/2|2), from inequalities (8) and (9), we get the

desired conclusion ffsie r\ (1 — /")|V/j rdrd9 < e(l — r0) if we choose a

suitable e,. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.

4. Description of C*-algebras CB, QB for //°° C B C L00. Suppose 5 is a

closed subalgebra of L00 which contains //°°. Then, as stated in §1, £ is a

Douglas algebra. Suppose B is generated by Hx and a collection {¿?A} of

conjugates of inner functions, where X runs over some index set E. For each

X E E, let B^ be the closed subalgebra //°°[73^]. For each finite subset FEE,

let BF be the closed algebra generated by Bx, for all X E F, and let èf be the

inner function LTxef^V Then it is easy to see that BF = H°°[b~F]. For each

5 > 0, let Gs(bF) = [z E D\ |6f(z)|> 1 - 8). For each finite subset FEE,
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each 8 > 0, and each real number a0, let $,Sa )(F) = [l\I = [e"\ \t - 9\

< a(l - r), with re'9 E Gs(bF), a(l - r) < ir), where l ^ a ^ a0}. For each

e > 0, let a£ be the same integer as in §3. We define VMOB to be the space of

all functions/in BMO with the following properties:

For every e > 0, there exists some 5 > 0, and some finite subset F of E,

such that (\/\l\)Si\f-f¡\dt < e whenever / e í(Ja)(F). The following

theorem is parellel to Theorem 6:

Theorem 7. Let B, bx, E, F, 8, bF, Gs(bF), VMOB be defined as above. For a

function f defined ondD and in BMO, the following conditions are equivalent:

(l)/E VMOB.

(2)/ = u + vfor some functions u, v in QB = B D B.

(2)(a)/ = m + vfor some functions u, v in CB.

(3) Given e > 0, there exists some 8 > 0 and some finite subset F of E, such

that the measure p.s(F) on D defined by d¡is(F) = Xg (b )0 - r)l Y/l rdrd9 is

a Carleson measure, and ns(F)(R(I)) < e|/| for all subarcs I of dD.

In view of Theorem 4 in [3] (which says that the collection of functions in

L°° which satisfy condition (3) in Theorem 7 above is the C*-algebra QB) and

the argument used to establish Theorem 7 in [3], it is easy to see the same

proof of Theorem 6 which pertains to the special case B = Hx [73], also work

for general algebra B after some slight modification. We will skip the details

here.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 (which

holds also for general B) and Theorem 7. It gives some information about the

boundary behavior of functions in the subalgebra QB, and hence answers

another question proposed by D. Sarason in [5].

Corollary. Qb = VMOB n L00 = (CB + CB) n L00.
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